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Overview

National Activities to Support Crime Statistics

- Follow international classifications & definitions
- Build database
- To have focal persons for relevant agencies
- Trainings & workshops for crime statistics data producing agencies
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Follow International Classifications & Definitions

- National crime classifications and definitions should be in line with international standards
- Sort out data duplications
- Address data gaps based on core minimum international set
- Advocate national government on the usage of crime statistics for policy implementation including budget allocation
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Build Database

- To build database for all the relevant agencies
- Address the data collection time frame
- Easy reporting system
- Dedicated section in agencies
- Data confidentiality need to be addressed
- Obligate each relevant agency to report crime statistics
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To have Focal Persons for Relevant Agencies

To have focal person for each data producers (police, courts, prosecutions, prison, ACC, NGOs etc.)
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Trainings & Workshops for Crime Statistics Data Producing Agencies

- To build capacity of agencies in collecting crime statistics
- Conduct training workshops with focal persons
- Discuss the changes and coverage of the recent data collected by agencies
- Visit offices to understand the data collection and compilation methods followed
- Address the timely data collections by agencies
- Come up with national action plan & incorporate it within the national statistics development strategy
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